The GENERATIONS program is in search of 1-2 enthusiastic and creative interns to run the GENERATIONS Leaders Organizing (GLO) cohort, which is an offshoot of the GENERATIONS program where members apply & are interviewed for a year-long, incentivized, commitment to GLO. This opportunity provides youth an intentional space to come together and find common issues they are passionate about and create ways to problem-solve through community-based and -focused projects each school year. The role of the intern is to support the youth in practicing and developing leadership skills and assist them through their projects to create change in their local communities.

The GLO Intern(s) will be responsible for
- Attending both the Intern Orientation & the GLO Retreat in August
- Planning & Facilitating weekly leadership group meetings
- Helping youth plan, organize, and complete social justice projects
- Transporting youth to in-person groups (mileage reimbursement available)
- Collaborating with community partners and agencies
- Attending general GENERATIONS events (youth groups, pro social events, etc.)
- Optional: Providing Case Management & charting in our documentation system